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Abstract

Deep learning neural networks aid in side channel cryptanalysis against AES-128
implementations running on an 8-bit RISC (AVR) CPU architecture.

1 Introduction

Power Analysis side-channel attacks correlate power consumption of crytographic operations to
estimate both a key value and its timestamp in a power trace. A trace refers to a set of power
consumption measurements taken across a crytographic operation. Often, this is depicted as an X-Y
plot, with current or voltage on the Y-axis and time on the X-axis.

A Simple Power Analysis (SPA) involves directly interpreting the visual trace. Because block cipher
encryption algorithms like AES are deterministic and public, correlating the power consumption to
certain crytographic operations can reveal execution and data path points of the algorithm. The role
of the crytographic engineer is to prevent leakage of crytographic operations in traces to an adversary.
Often, this employs the use of power reduction to minimizes signal strength or introduction of noise
to minimizes measurement strength.

More advanced power analysis side-channel attack takes advantage of large datasets of traces to
measure small variations of power consumption. These variations are not intuitively obvious and
differences are expressed in terms of covariances.

2 Background

A more thorough investigation of the AES-128 algorithm is deferred to other papers. The salient
points of the AES-128 algorithm important to this paper are expressed:

• There are four main functions; add_round_key, substitute_bytes, shift_rows, and
mix_columns. They are permutations of each other; i.e., they are chained together.

• The add_round_key and substitute_bytes functions are of particular interest to side-
channel analysis, and involve a bitwise XOR and constant-time table lookup, respectively.
This table is known as the Rijndael S-Box.

• substitute_bytes represents a non-linear mapping that breaks the 128-bit key produced
by add_round_key into 16 bytes, which serve as the index to the S-Box lookup. Because
of its non-linearity, it is difficult to alter or safeguard this function while preserving this
mapping. In addition to the small 8-bit index, substitute_bytes is a source of weakness.
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During a DPA attack, an attacker targets a single 8-bit block. This is what gives DPA attacks their
strength; brute force complexity is reduced from O(2128) to O(16 · 28) ≈ O(28).

The key schedule for the AES-128 algorithm is provided.

Here is a general procedure of a differential attack.

• We assume a priori knowledge of the plaintext or ciphertext (or both) values for a fixed key
value and the algorithm used. Intuitively, this means we have access to the device under
attack (DUT), and are able to monitor the encryption or decryption process. This is possible
with things such as encrypted bootloaders where we can continually reset the device, or
commercial-off-the-shelf equipment that is not unique.

• We want to calculate the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for the key-byte. Because it
is only 8-bits, we can brute force this. Thus, we have 28 = 256 possible "classes" that we
can bin each estimate into.

• For each key estimate, we correlate it to the power trace. This correlation uses some leakage
function that maps the key-byte to a power intensity. A common choice for this leakage
function is the Hamming Weight. The intuition here, is that an "on" or "1" bit is related to
power consumption.

3 Related work

Many power analysis algorithms can provide an MLE. The ones discussed in this paper include
a Correlation Power Analysis (CPA), Linear Regression Analysis (LRA), a Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP), and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

29 one of the most important works in the field of side-channel analysis. Published in 1996,
this seminal work introduces one of the first feasible concepts of statistical analysis of trace
datasets to attack a microcontroller, called a Differential Power Analysis. Many other power
analysis algorithms such as CPA and LRA are directly derived from this work. While DPA
in this work refers to a specific Difference of Means algorithm to measure differences, the
word "differential power analysis" is often interchangably used in any power analysis attack
that uses some statistical difference measurement to gain inference about the MLE key-byte.

28 introduces a Correlational Power Analysis.
26 introduces a Linear Regression Analysis.
• Additionally, a literature review indicates sucess using Support Vector Machines (SVM)

[14][15][16][17], Random Forests [17][18], Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) [19][20][21],
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [22][23]. Due to relevancy of the last two in
deep learning, more attention will be emphasized there.

4 Dataset and Features

4.1 Description

The dataset consists of 60,000 AES-128 power traces extracted from ATMega8515 (AVR architecture)
microcontroller, partitioned into 10,000 test and 50,000 train cases. It is a time series dataset. Each
data point consists of three groups of information:

• traces: contains an index number, with a timestamp and raw power measurement
• labels: the AES substitution box (i.e., a Rijndael S-box) values. We denote S(p⊕ k) as the

substition box, where p is our plaintext value k is our key value.
• metadata: associated with every timestamp is the truth values for the plaintext, ciphertext,

key, and mask used during that timestamp. A mask is an obfuscation technique to protect
AES implementations by randomizing the intermediate results, thus creating noise to power
traces. Not all traces are masked.

This 5Gb dataset is freely available from the National Cybersecurity Agency of France (Agence
nationale de la sécurité des systèmes d’information, ANSSI). The ANSSI Side Channel Attack
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Figure 1: snr4
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Database (ASCAD) is in HDF5 format, which can be parsed with Python’s hdf5 package. ANSSI
developed this database with the intention of it becoming a MNIST-like library for side-channel
attacks. Support for Keras, Tensorflow, and GPU acceleration is provided.

4.2 Dimensionality Reduction

According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorom, the measurement frequency must be higher than
the measured device under attack frequency (i.e., the clock rate). Often times, measurement frequency
may be in the GHz range for microcontrollers in the MHz. This is often due to the resolution required
for a certain attack and the low power emitted from such devices that make useful measurements
sparse, and most measurements noisy. [] lists various dimensionality reduction techniques to hone
in onto Points of Interest. These include Difference of Means based methods (DOM), Sum of
Sqaured Differences (SOSD), Correlation Power Analysis based methods (CPA), Sum of Squared
pairwise T-differences (SOST), Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR), Variance based methods (VAR), Mutual
Information Analysis (MIA), and Kolmogorov-Smirnov Analysis (KSA), and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA).

The SNR method was chosen as the ASCAD authors also used this method. The SNR is generally
defined as,

SNR =
Signal

Noise
(1)

In this paper, it is specifically defined as

SNR =
σx̄ − µx̄
µσ2

(2)

Intuitively, the numerator represents the difference in the mean of different class means and the
variance of those average means, while the denominator represents the mean of the variances. The
graph show is the result, and is a replication of what ASCAD similarily produced. The range of
[45400, 46100] was chosen because leakage model functions snr4 and snr5 were too simple. Their
representations are easy to spot. The function snr1 was not able to be seen, as this was considered a
cryptographically secure implementation with no first-order leakage (i.e., simple linear attacks will
not be sufficient for predicting key byte values).

5 Methods

A Correlation Power Analysis and Linear Regression Analysis were used to baseline the model.
This was to help compare the MLP and CNN models to older and more traditional models to give
perspective on their effacacy.

• CPA: The CPA is a collary of the Pearson correlation coefficient:

ρX,Y =
cov(X,Y )

σXσY
(3)
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where Tri is our trace at sample index i, s.t. i ∈ {0, ..., Ntraces} and Hi is short-
hand for HammingWeight(sbox(Pi ⊕ Ki)) Intuitively, we are trying to map the raw
power intensity to the Hamming Weight of the bits produced by the add_round_key and
substitute_bytes functions.

• LRA: An LRA is conceptually similar to any other linear regression. We are trying to fit
our key-byte classes to a spline, instead of a fixed dimensional polynomial. In this case,
we create basis functions in the matrix M . The mathematics behind these functions delve
more into crytography and finite fields, so we won’t delve into that rabbit hole. The big
take away is that we create a coefficient matrix that we can apply to our trace data. These
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splines represent a fit approximation to each of the 256 classes that 8-bit target key byte can
represent.

M =

sbox(Pi ⊕Ki)
b1
1 . . . sbox(Pi ⊕Ki)

bt
1

...
. . .

sbox(Pi ⊕Ki)
b1
N sbox(Pi ⊕Ki)

bt
N

 (5)

β = (MTM)−1MTTr (6)

The goodness of fit measure is a scalar representation from {0, ..., 1} of how close a
measurement value from Tr is to our model M · β

R2 = 1−
∑

(Tr −Mβ)2∑
(Tri − T̄ r)2

(7)

= 1− ||Tr−M · β||
σTr

(8)

• MLP: The MLP used has a total of 6 layers used. The first input layer consists of 700 notes–
this is due to the Point of Interest interval of [45400, 46100]. This input layer represents the
power intensities for that given time range. The next four layers are hidden layers of 200
nodes each. The final output layer is 256 node layer, representing the MLE prediction of
the byte. (i.e., it’s predicting each individual bit) A categorical cross entropy loss function
was used. This was because the categorical cross entropy loss function weights the true
"class" (our byte) with a value of 1.0, and all other classes of 0.0. This is useful because
crytography has to have a deterministic and exact key-byte value; we would like to weight
non-true answers as low as possible. The activation function for the four hidden layers was
ReLu, with a softmax activation for the final layer. The optimizer was RMSProp–no specific
reason why this was chosen. The number of nodes and hidden layers seem to have a more
disceranable impact on performance for these side-channel attacks, as discussed in. A great
deal of time was instead devoted towards comparing MLP to other older/traditional methods
of inference. The results are shown.

6 Experiments/Results/Discussion

First-order side channel attacks are those that exploit differences in means. . A Linear Regression
Analysis (LRA) and a Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) are examples of first order attacks. An
attack implementation of the leakage functions snr4, snr2, snr1 is provided. While no graphs were
provided in the ASCAD paper to reference, the qualitative descriptions coincide with the results I
achieved. Mainly, that in terms cryptographical secureness, snr1 precedes snr2, which precedes snr4.

In these graphs, the grey represents an overlay of the estimated attack traces (the 256 key byte
guesses). The green, purple, or blue represents the MLE key byte. The red represents the correct key
byte if the MLE key was guessed incorrectly. It should not be surprising that the attacks on snr1 do
not converge. It was deemed a crytogrpahically secure implementation on the 8-bit microcontroller
with no first-order leakage. You can easily see that there are no big spikes like there are in snr2
or snr4, and most of the blue represents consistently within the gray attack traces, indicating its
operation for correct/incorrect key values is consistent.

The MLP result is more telling. In snr4 it quickly converges towards the solution in one iteration.
Even more surprising, the previous stronger snr1 leakage function was able to be broken and the key
correctly guessed.
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Figure 2: snr4

Figure 3: snr4
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Figure 4: snr4
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7 Conclusion/Future Work

Unfortunately running out of time to do more work on the CNN. This project was quite a bit of work,
delving into more details of Crytography and Machine Learning! It was a good learning experience,
but the scope of this project is far to large for a single course.
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